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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley
I want to WELCOME our
newest Chapter member
Delvin Holdeman. Delvin is
the proud owner of a
Yellow ‘67 Roadster.
I was in hopes to be talking
about our upcoming
Chapter Judging event on
October 3rd. Unfortunately,
our guest did an ops check
and found two items that
did not work and would not
have time to repair prior to
our event. Just to show my
optimism I told our guest
that I would add him to our
list of Corvettes to be
judged in 2021. Along the
same lines our annual
Octoberfest has also been
canceled.
Enough of the negative, I
am happy to report that the
Chapter secretary Jim
Coote is home and
recovering nicely. If
Midway USA Tune Up

anyone knows why when he
applies his brakes he blows
a fuse, please call him and
let him know the cure.
Make sure he writes your
theories down as it may be
6 weeks before he gets into
the garage.
Election of officers is fast
approaching, this year’s
nomination of officers will
be at our October 10th
V-Conference meeting.
Following the nominations
we will have a vote in
December. NEW board
members will be taking
office in January 2021. Do
not be afraid to volunteer.
This is just a reminder for
those that want to get out
of town. We have two
Judging events within a
day’s drive. On October
16th and 17th the Nebraska
Chapter is hosting a Judging

Event and Judging School in
Lincoln, NE. (Current info on
page 9-10) October 24th,
Kansas City Chapter is
hosting a Judging Event in
Kearney, Mo. Both of these
events will have plenty of
Corvettes for your Judging
enjoyment.

I am looking forward to
seeing everyone’s happy face
on October 10th on ZOOM.
Stay safe,
“The Chairman of the
BORED”
Rick Smiley

Judging Chairman - October 2020
Standard Deduction Aluminized Exhaust
Introduction. This month we’ll touch on a couple
Standard Deduction Guidelines. Our Judging Reference
Manual (JRM) provides members with those Flight Judging
“tools” they need. For Judges, this article will clarify
Standard Deduction priority and application – helping you
to do better evaluations in less time. For Owners, this
article will identify how judges are (should be) evaluating
your car. Also, for Owners, understanding the judging
process will aid your restoration cost/benefit analysis.
Later on, we’ll use a recent Tech Board thread discussing
Exhaust Pipes, as an example when and how some
Standard Deduction Guidelines apply!
Background Stuff: During Flight Judging, a car’s
appearance of Originality, Condition, and Operations are
evaluated. Flight Judging evaluates the appearance of
Originality – NOT Originality itself. Unrestored (actual)
Originality is judged for Bowtie and Crossed Flags
Preservation Excellence Awards. As this article is about
Flight Judging, from now on when you see “Originality”
I am referring to APPEARANCE of Originality.

NCRS Events Calendar

(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.

Or click the underline link for registration
then enter your NCRS Forum credentials
then click the event to register

2020
• Oct 10
• Oct 10
• Oct 16-17

Virtual Chapter Meeting
Heartland Chapter (Iowa) Judging Event
Nebraska Chapter Last Blast Judging
Event
• Oct 22-24 Texas Regional, (Frisco, TX) CANCELED
• Oct 24
Kansas City Chapter Judging Event
• Nov 14
Virtual Chapter Meeting
• Dec 12
Virtual Chapter Meeting

More Background Stuff: Our Judging Reference Manual
(Continue on Page 3)
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Fill in the blanks.
___________ were available for the first time in

________, in kit form as a dealer installed accessory
(mounting provisions were provided by the factory.
In _________, ___________ were factory-installed
for the first time.
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Know?

(see page 10 for answers)
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Judging Chairman - October 2020 Standard Deduction Aluminized Exhaust (Continued)
(Continued form Page 2)

(JRM) Section 3 addresses judging of Originality (“MATRIX”), Condition, and Operations. JRM
Section 4 addresses Originality judging by Standard Deduction Guidelines. Judging Originality and
Judging Condition are two separate actions. Originality is judged without regard to Condition,
and Condition is judged without regard to Originality. However, note, at least 10% of Originality
points must remain in order to judge Condition. So, what criteria do we use to judge Originality?
Characteristics of Originality include: Configuration (how the part was made – including part
number stampings), Date (does the item pre/postdate the car’s manufacture date?),
Completeness (is the item all there?), Installation (is the item properly installed?), and Finish
(original surface type – texture/paint/chrome/bare/anodized/etc.). Now we recognize these
elements as part of our C.D.C.I.F. Matrix judging system.
However, understand that C.D.C.I.F. Matrix IS NOT the primary way we judge. Our primary
judging method for Originality is by Standard Deduction Guidelines. If no Standard Deduction
Guideline exists for the item you are evaluating, then you default to C.D.C.I.F. Matrix judging.
The purpose of Standard Deduction Guidelines is to foster consistent judging meet-to-meet
and across divisions. Some Guidelines specify judging methodology, while other Guidelines serve
to clarify application of C.D.C.I.F Matrix judging.
There are two types of Standard Deduction Guidelines – I’ll call them “Common” and
“Supervisory”. See figure 1. “Common” guidelines specify judging criteria for those areas
general in nature – i.e. areas common to all our cars. Areas include: Engine Blocks, Batteries,
Tires, Window Glass, Headlamps, Trim Tags, Body Color, Body Paint, and Body Fiberglass. These
areas are judged by Standard deduction ONLY – There is no C.D.C.I.F. for these areas.
Other Standard Deductions are “Supervisory” in nature, they only come into play when certain
situations/conditions are met. “Supervisory” guidelines cover areas like Stainless Steel or
Aluminized Replacement Components, Altered Cars, Added/Deleted Options, Replacement Parts,
Dealer Installed Accessories, and Factory Recall Modifications. “Supervisory” Standard Deductions
provide judges guidance when they encounter situations where C.D.C.I.F. application/
interpretation might significantly vary. Again, NCRS is trying to foster consistent judging.
Background on our Example. In a recent Tech Board thread, a member requested vendor
recommendations for a “carbon steel” exhaust. Carbon steel was used for Corvette exhaust
pipes from 1953 through 1979 per our Judging Guides. Carbon steel had the benefit of being less
expensive, but without a protective coating, carbon steel rusts quickly. “Aluminized” steel
exhaust significantly delays rust out. See Figure 2: Corrosion Rate Graph - Blue is corrosion rate
for carbon steel, while Orange is corrosion rate for Aluminized steel. Hence, most Corvette
exhaust vendors nowadays provide “Aluminized” systems as replacement. Carbon steel exhausts
are still available, but generally only by special order – expect adding 4+ weeks for production.
Typically, there is no cost differential between aluminized and carbon steel exhaust pipes.
Stainless steel exhaust systems rust out MUCH slower than Carbon or Aluminized
(Continued on Page 4)
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Judging Chairman - October 2020 Standard Deduction Aluminized Exhaust (Continued)
(Continued from Page 3)

systems. Our 1980-1982 Judging Manual states 80-82 cars had stainless exhaust pipes. However,
my 1980’s pipes were rusted out – sure looked like carbon steel to me. Standard Deduction
Guideline #6 states, “Starting in 1984 the … exhaust pipes … were originally constructed of
stainless steel”. Think I’ll go along with #6 on this one – Stainless in 1984 and on.
Our Judging Guides also refer to “Mandrel” and “Wrinkle” bends. See Figure 2: Mandrel bends
are smooth and Wrinkle bends are well - wrinkly. “Wrinkle” exhaust pipe type bends are noted as
original Configuration in our 1953 through 1991 Judging Guides. “Mandrel” bends are noted as
not being original Configuration for those years. “Wrinkle” bends are not noted in our 1992 and
later Judging Guides.
Member’s car in this example is a 1969 427. Chassis judging sheets show 8 points Originality and 7
Points Condition for “Exhaust Pipes & Heat Riser”. For this discussion, we’ll split those Originality
points into 6 for the Pipes and 2 for the Heat Riser. For our new components, we’ll presume no
Condition deductions for any of our possible choices. Our member’s goal is to minimize any
judging point deductions. (There are 4500 possible points in Flight Judging.)
With these preliminaries out of the way, let’s examine our possibilities.
Owners, as always, need to consider cost vs points gained/lost during restoration.
Scenario 1: Keep our original exhaust. There is NO Originality deduction for an original
component. Deductions in this case would only be for Condition. Severe condition issues (not
able to be repaired/restored) might generate a deduction up to 75% - 5 points in this case. (75%
of 6 is 4.5 round up to 5) Less severe condition issues would generate commensurately smaller
point deductions. Zero Originality & up to 5 Condition point deductions.
Scenario 2: Perfect carbon steel replacement Exhaust. Exhaust pipes are judged via C.D.C.I.F.
Matrix. In this case, there are no deductions for Configuration, Date, Completeness, Installation,
or Finish. Note: there is no deduction because the pipes look too NEW. In the case of “looks too
new”, we have one of those “Supervisory” guidelines. In this case, #13 specifies no deduction for
Date because of “too new”. Zero Originality & Zero Condition deductions.
Scenario 3: Our carbon steel replacement exhaust pipes are not perfect. For our example,
presume it has mandrel bends. (Replacement components might have Configuration issues.) Per
our C.D.C.I.F. Matrix judging, a Configuration issue would warrant a 20% deduction (20% of 6) – in
this case 1 point (1.2 rounded down). Deductions 1 point Originality & Zero Condition.
Scenario 4: Perfect Aluminized replacement exhaust pipes. Stainless Steel or Aluminized
Replacement Components that were not originally stainless or aluminized fall under another of
those “Supervisory” guidelines, in this case # 6. Guideline #6 has 25% deduction for any part not
originally aluminized, and a 50% deduction for any component that was not originally stainless
steel. Our “perfect” (except for aluminized) exhaust pipes would receive a 25% deduction (25% of
6) or 2 point deduction (1.5 rounded up). Deductions 2 Originality & Zero Condition.
Scenario 5: Our Aluminized replacement exhaust pipes are not perfect. Standard Deduction
Guideline #6 is for minimum deductions on replacement parts that were not originally aluminized
or stainless steel. Our “not so perfect” aluminized exhaust pipes would get that 25% deduction
for aluminized PLUS Guideline #6 states “the deduction may be larger if the component is not
correctly configured”. In our example we’ll presume these aluminized pipes also had “mandrel”
bends. In this case, we would have our 25% aluminized deduction plus a 20% Configuration
deduction. 6 possible points with a 45% deduction – figure 3 points. Deductions 3 Originality and
Zero Condition.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Judging Chairman - October 2020 Standard Deduction Aluminized Exhaust (Continued)
(Continued from Page 4)

(Continued on Page 10)
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Swap-N-Shop For Sale

Swap-N-Shop For Sale (Continued)

FOR SALE:

Like NEW C6 Grand Sport Factory Rims
Front (18x9.5) & Back (19x12) $800 firm
Dave Funston
(316) 655-1666

Gas Tank Anti-Squeak Pads for C2/C3 - Thick
like factory originals, 2 inches wide Pair $25.00
delivered. Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
1968 Only Wheel (1) K18 5 13 AG—$150,
(4)K17 12 20 AG—$600 set,
and (4) AG stamp only—$550 set.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 5 1963/64 Wheels - $1,800 set
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 4 NOS Valve Stem Extensions for ‘68-’73
PO1 and PO2 Hubcaps $175 per set (shipped to
lower 48 states ) Call Dallas Keller
(316) 200-4125

4 Stanchions
$125.00 Firm

1 Gallon of DuPont Lucite Acrylic Lacquer
Paint. DuPont Code 2930L
1959 Corvette Crown Sapphire Turquoise
1 full gallon - Mixed on 10/07/1982
$250.00
Kent - (316) 393-2192

Central Pneumatic spring loaded retractable 3/8"
X 25' air hose reel. Excellent shape and
excellent product. Used successfully until a
member of our club decided he needed my
compressor more than . $30.00.
Jim Coote @ 316-250-0036

Midway USA Tune Up

Dave Dennis
(316) 650-0152

Bowtie Breast Cancer
Awareness Pins
$5.00 each
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Swap-N-Shop For Sale (Continued)

1974 Vette For Sale
This Corvette belongs to a widow. She is wanting to sell the car. It has a little over 30,000 miles,
but the body is in rough shape. Dave Dennis tried to start it, but the starter did not even click.
So it will need work. Contact Dave Dennis for more information. (316) 650-0152

Corvette: 1968 NCRS TOP FLIGHT L36
Convertible. 427c.i./390 hp Turbo Jet.

British Green. Highly optioned car: 4 speed
trans, power windows, power brakes, AM/FM,
tinted glass, full transistor IGN, Aux hard top,
black soft top, 4-Season A/C, Positrac Axle.
To achieve NCRS Top Flight, must score 94%
out of 4500 pts. This car scored 97.2%. Judging Sheets and TOP FLIGHT Certificate
included. Restoration history and receipts.
69,800 mi. drive 300 mi. since 2005. Extensive
recent maintenance. Private Owner. Over
$100k invested. $69,900 firm. 316 305 9726

Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

The September 2020 monthly meeting was held on the 12th, and called to order at 9:30 A.M. by
our “Virtual” chapter Chairman, Rick Smiley. There were scads in attendance but I forgot to
count them! You know who you are. And those who weren’t in attendance, you know who you
are too!
Old Business:
For some reason, Rick didn’t open the meeting, although he was in attendance and had vocalized
throughout the first half hour which was designated as “getting everyone on line”. Brad
Hillhouse of Lincoln, NE took charge, and he wasn’t even at home. He, Craig Stephan of
Columbus, NE and Gary Neimanis of Dexter, IA were in Indianapolis at Bloomington Gold. For a
half hour, Brad walked us all around the Colts Stadium showing several of the Corvettes on
display. He even pretended he was someone of importance by shoving his phone in one of the
owners mask-covered face and asked him to tell us about his “prized possession”, which he
did! The nerve of that “Corvette Genius”!
It was a great half hour and many of us wished we were there with Brad at Bloomington Gold.
Well, maybe not with Brad, but certainly at Bloomington! Thanks Brad.
At 10:03, Rick took the reins as Brad said good-bye and apologized for taking up so much of our
valuable time. He welcomed us all and invited Dallas Keller, our treasured treasurer to talk to
us.
Well, Dallas said that he had “Big News”, but he wasn’t talking about the $3,325.00 in our
account, even though it was an even amount with no loose change which apparently is the
result of a shortage throughout the country. And it wasn’t about our $100.00 in savings either,
’cause that never changes. The “Biggest News” Dallas could come up with was he had the
newest and latest ‘68-’69 “Corvette Technical Information Manual and Judging Guide”, which
he held up for all to see. I think the really big news was that Brad’s name was at the top of
the list of the Manual’s Revision Team. After doing some probing before doing the minutes, I
found that Dallas and Kerri’s names are also at the top of the list, Brad on the left and the
Keller’s on the right of the first page of the manual. In case we forgot to congratulate you
three, CONGRATULATIONS! We all know that you put in a lot of work and were helpful to the
team from all that you learned by doing so much work on C3’s. Now you are in the same
exclusive “club” as another member of Midway USA: Mr. Roy Ester, C1 expert!
New Business:
Then there was a brief discussion by about two individuals who were the only ones to know what
they were talking about. As usual, it was political in nature, but this time it was NCRS
politics! And someone resigned and according to the individuals doing the talking, he will be
sorely missed. Hopefully things will get patched up enough so that he will return.
Rick threw a wilted bouquet towards John Jones for his efforts in coordinating last month’s virtual
meeting, a kinda thank-you, but added he presumed the meeting wasn’t as good as when Dale
and he have the honor to run things! Can you believe that? He, Rick, wasn’t here, so how
would he know how things worked. No one, least of all Dave Houlihan who sat in for Rick,
would tell him how well things went. It would be like telling “The President of the USA” some
bad news. No one wants to be in that position with Rick for fear of the repercussions!

Dale Green, our Membership Chairman, announced that he had been notified by National that a
resident in the Wichita area recently had joined NCRS. Dale said he will follow that up with an
invitation for him to join our club. He also informed us that everyone we had expected had
renewed their membership except Kevin Mansfield.
Not realizing that we were very involved in our meeting, Brad interrupted Dallas’ participation
(Continued on Page 7)
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

(Continued from Page 6)

with a text requesting for an announcement to be made that he was looking for a “Stingray”
emblem off a fender, in any condition. Brad, we do have a “Swap-N-Shop area in our
newsletter that you can use. And, at no cost to you. I’m not sure, but I think in the State of
Kansas it is a felony to solicit auto parts in a Zoom type meeting, even if you don’t reside in
Kansas.
Rick handed over the meeting to our Judging Chairman, Dave Houlihan, whose goal was to update
us of happenings, or lack of, in our club and around our area. Starting with the Regional in
Frisco, TX, usually an annual event in October, a reminder that it has been cancelled. The
Texas chapter said the cancellation will result in a loss of $58,000 which could bankrupt the
club! Maybe we should reconsider holding a regional.
Our club’s Judging Event scheduled for October has been cancelled also, but not because of Covid
19, but rather to car problems that the owner decided needed fixing before it is judged.
Guess he’s not much of a gambler.
Since the topic seemed to be October, Rick piped up and asked what everyone thought about our
annual Octoberfeast. With a show of voices, it was obvious that not too many would show, so
it too was cancelled.
Dave said the Nebraska “Last Blast” Judging Event is still on, but getting more unsteady all the
time. They have 4 auto’s lined up and expect a decision in the next week or two. Take it
down to the wire Brad.
When asked what is happening in Oklahoma, Gene Holtz replied nothing for October. He’s been
singing the same song that we have for some time now.
Rick asked John Hecker of Kansas City if their chapter was scheduling anything
any time soon,
and to our surprise he answered in the affirmative. On October 24th they will be judging
four-C2’s with two teams. They currently have 19 judges and expect to recruit one more
before long.
We were reminded that our Region 7 Representative ballot will be due next month. If mailing, it
must be postmarked by October 31, 2020. The ballot is in the recent September-October issue
of the Driveline, or you can vote on line. The link is: www.ncrs.org/forums/register/
vote.php.
The word “election” reminded Rick that we have one of those coming up by the end of the year
and we need volunteers for all four board member positions as well as some appointed positions. Some are getting weary, or a better way to put it would be that we need some new
blood in those positions. If you listened carefully at the meeting, Dave, our highly respected
Judging Chairman, indicated he would like to resign at the end of this year. He figures his
reign of 3 years should be enough. We’re going to increase his salary by 2X, but if he won’t
accept that, we’ll need someone to take over that very satisfying position. There isn’t a
board member that would resist a change in their current position, so please give some
thought to becoming more involved in “your club”.
At a desperate attempt to end the meeting, Rick asked if there were any other questions or
comments that anyone would like to make. He got two takers:
Gene Holtz mentioned he knows of a couple of Vettes in the OK area for sale. He’ll put
some info together and forward it to Rick for sending out or Kerri for the newsletter.
Kent Michael said he knows of a ’64 roadster that will soon be for sale.
At 10:43 AM Rick closed the book on our September Virtual meeting.
Midway USA Tune Up
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Midway USA Calendar of Events - 2020
I have added Virtual Judging Schools from all Chapters in this list.

2020
Sep 12

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Sep 19

Heart of Ohio Virtual Judging School—Part 2 C3-C5 Air Cleaners

Oct 3

Midway USA Chapter Judging Event CANCELED

Oct 10

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Oct 10

Heartland Chapter (Iowa) Judging Event

Oct 16-17

Nebraska Chapter Last Blast Judging Event

Oct 22-24

Texas Regional in Frisco, TX CANCELED

Oct 24

Kansas City Judging Event

Nov 14

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Dec 12

Virtual Chapter Meeting

2020
Chapter
Events
Schedule

Answer Did you Know? (From Page 2)
_Seat Belts____ were available for the first time in __1956__, in kit form as a dealer
Installed accessory (mounting provisions were provided by the factory.
In __1958___, __Seat Belts_____ were factory-installed for the first time.

Judging Chairman - October 2020 Standard Deduction Aluminized Exhaust (Continued)
(Continued from Page 5)

Bottom Line. Some of our Standard Deduction Guidelines cover items Common to all our cars.
Those Guidelines specify THE WAY those areas get judged. There is no C.D.C.I.F. Matrix for
them. First question a judge asks themselves “Is this area covered by Standard Deduction?
(Engine block, batteries, tires, window glass, headlamps, trim tags, body color, body paint, and
body fiberglass.). If not one of these, then C.D.C.I.F. Matrix judging applies.
For those items judged by C.D.C.I.F Matrix, your next question becomes, “Do I have a situation
where a Standard Deduction gives me additional guidance? Our example this month was an
aluminized exhaust, but there is also “supervisory” guidance for altered cars, added/deleted
options, replacement parts, dealer installed accessories, and factory recall modifications.
Familiarize yourself (read) those guidelines – when those “certain situations/conditions” are met
you’ll be prepared to make appropriate decisions. As always, your Team Leader is there for
advice when things just don’t quite fit.
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Dear NCRS Nebraska Member,
I want to remind and personally invite you to our NCRS Nebraska Last Blast 2020 on October 16-17 in Lincoln, NE. We are now
just 3 weeks away from the event and I am sending out a last minute reminder to everyone in the Nebraska Chapter. We are
fortunate to have NCRS Members from 9 different states registered to attend, but just 4 resident members from Nebraska.
Part of the way we grow the chapter is by hosting events and having members participate and be a part of the event. It’s a
great way to make new friends, reminisce with old friends, and learn more about Corvettes of all generations at the same time.
Even if you are not interested in judging, NO PROBLEM, events like this give you a great chance to learn more about Corvettes.
We will have a judging school and a tech school which are great opportunities to learn from industry expert and master judges
about specific areas of a Corvette. Part of the judging process is “Operations” where the Corvette is tested to see if all of its
functions and options work correctly as designed from the factory. If you are new to NCRS, we can place you with a master
judge and you can be an “Observer Judge” and start to learn the process of how we judge Corvettes. We will have a Friday
night social hour and dinner that gives you a great opportunity to meet new people and socialize away from the judging floor. I
know that myself and the other officers of the Chapter are eager to help you become as active and as knowledgeable as you
can be.
Due to Covid19 we have made several changes to the event to provide everyone a safe environment.
·

The Judging event will be held at 8410 Executive Woods Drive, Lincoln NE (14th & Yankee Hill Road area)

·

The Social Hour & Friday Night Dinner will be at Brad Hillhouse’s Shop: 3211 S. 6th Street, Lincoln NE

·

All attendees will have their forehead temperature taken at registration

·

Masks are mandatory anytime inside the building

·

Disposable masks and gloves will be provided for anyone that does not have their own

·

Social distancing will be practiced at all events

·

The Museum Tour and Friday Lunch have been cancelled

The cost for the two day event and meals is $50 and we would love to have you join us. We will have special reserved parking
in front of the building if you would like to participate with your Corvette as a Sportsman. The NCRS Sportsman Award rewards
people that drive their Corvette to the judging event instead of just trailering it, and you will receive a green NCRS Sportsman
ribbon as well at the awards ceremony. The cost to enter your Corvette as a Sportsman is $25. Given the event is in Lincoln,
we would love to see 100% participation from our Omaha guys. If you can only make it for one day please let me know as we
still would like your participation.
More information about the event can be found on our website: www.NCRSNeb.com
Any questions or if I can help in any way,
Brad Hillhouse
Judging Chairman & Membership Admin
402-730-6898

NCRS Nebraska LAST BLAST 2020 – Updated Event Schedule
Friday October 16, 2020 Flight Judging – 10-5pm
8410 Executive Woods Drive, Lincoln, NE
Judged Cars Arrival & Unloading 10-12pm
Registration 12-5pm
Sportsman Parking 12-3pm
Judges & Owners Meeting 1pm
Operations Judging 1:15-2pm
Car move in & staging 2-3pm
Interior & Chassis Judging 3-5pm
Move from Judging Event to Brad Hillhouse’s Shop 5-5:15pm

Brad Hillhouse’s Shop – 3211 S. 6th Street Lincoln NE 5-9pm
Concours Chassis Tech School: 1961 Restomod 5:15-6pm
Official Close of NCRS events 6pm
Social Hour at Brad’s Shop 6-7pm
Dinner – Barbecue Dinner 7-9pm
End of event 9pm

Saturday October 17, 2020 – 8-1pm
8410 Executive Woods Drive, Lincoln, NE
Registration 8am

Sportsman Parking 8am

Judging School 8:15-9am
Judges & Owners Meeting 9:15 am
Exterior & Mechanical Judging 9:30-12am
Lunch 12-12:30pm
Awards 12:30-1pm
End of Event – Goodbye elbow bumps & virtual hugs
Flight Judged Cars
C1
C2
C3
C4

–
–
–
–

1961
1966 & 1967
1971 & 1981
1991

All Times Subject to Change as Needed Day of Event

Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of thousands of families dedicated
to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes. Membership in the National
Organization is required in order to join local chapters. Below is the website for the National Organization.
The NCRS has organized Local Chapters around the world. Local Chapters provide the opportunity to
meet NCRS Members in your region who share your love of Corvettes and the restoration and enjoyment
of these fantastic cars. Chapters hold local events such as Judging Meets, Judging Schools, Road Tours
and occasional social events.
If you wish to get the total NCRS experience you need to belong to one or more Local Chapters. The
NCRS membership is made up of people who join for the cars and continue for the wonderful friends they
have made. The easiest way to be part of that experience is through membership in Local Chapters.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($25.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required. Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/services/membership
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $50.00
Register by Phone (513) 760-6277
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dallas Keller - Midway USA Treasurer
13502 W. Rolling Hills
Wichita, KS 67235-8230
(316) 200-4125
Midway USA Tune Up
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